CONTEMPORARY NOVEL	P
in France by the heterogeneous group of writers
whose work is given the title of Is nouieau roman
Most of their novels are published by Editions de
Minuit of which Robbe Gnllet, one of then-
leaders, is a director and are available in English
translation from Calder and Boyars
4.part from Eobbe Grillet the most notable of
these novelists include Butor and Nathalie Sar
raute Some of their theories about fiction are to
be found in Eobbe Gnllet s For a New Novel
Butor s The Inventory and Sarraute s The Age Of
Suspicion Interested readers should also refer to
Writing Degree Zero Mythologies and SjZ by the
influential critic and linguistic philosopher Roland
Baithes
Although the writers of the nmueau roman have
individual styles all seek to present a character s
state of mind over a brief period of tune while
introducing incidental details of his past experi
ence Then- techniques involve the inconsectuen
t al repetition of key images and phrases in ever
differing combinations and contexts Such aims
may seem new to the French literary scene but they
are familiar to English readers of the eighteenth
century Lawrence Sterne (o his Tnstram Shan&y
1760-7) The techniaues of the nouveau roman
derived from the Symbolists Joyce and Proust
are not really new either and although skilfully
deployed often mask the trivial content of worts
which have nothing of the power of Samuel
Beckett s fables (ca v) then: immediate inspiration
The only English novelist closely associated
with this French group ia Christine Brooke Rose
(a v) The experimental writer B S Johnson
(CD) has expressed similar aims to those of
authors of the nouveau toman but his novels are
very different from theirs
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detailed treatment of the twentieth century
American and English novel may be found in
Walter Allen b Tradition and Dream (P) Some
helpful studies of individual authors are available
in Oliver and Boyd s paperbacked series Writers
and Tlieir Critics
Except for the later novels of Beckett dates
quoted are those of the first publication The
dates of the first English language editions of
Beckett s novels are given
Paperback editions are referred to thus
C Calder and Boyars Co Corgi F Faber
and Faber Fo Fontana FS Four Square
M Mayflower P Penguin Pa Panther
S Signet Books
Chinua Acnebe (b 1930)
Achebe the Nigeuan author of four most ele
gantly written novels was awarded the first
New Statesman prize for African and Caribbean
writers m 1965
Things Fall Ajiari   1958    No Longer al Ease
Ifl60   Arrow of God 1964
These novels are all concerned with the impact
of Western society upon Ibo culture in earlier
years of the century Achebe shows a vivid
appreciation of the value and dignity of the Ibo s
traditional ways of life but his overriding theme
is the need for men to have flexible receptive
minds The hero of each of these novels comes
to a tragic end because he cannot adapt to the
demands of a new and unforeseen situation
The three books are characterised by the gipce
and dignity of their language and are very differ
ent in tone from Achebe s latest novel
 
Conclusion
Contemporary novelists writing in English are
experimenting with a variety of forms con
taming to use and adapt the techniaues evolved
by writers in the early part of the century and in
general then- better wort approaches more closely
to that of the nineteenth century American
tradition than to that of the Victorian novel
This means that although the novel has gained
in dramatic and poetic intensity its vision of the
world has generally been restricted to that of
one or a few Characters This may partly be a
result of the interest in individual experience
aroused by psychologists but it seems more
particularly a reflection of life in the contemporary
world in which, many men feel exiles Most
modern art not only fiction expresses feelings of
isolation bewilderment and suffenne and not
only rebellious students, but eminent thinkers
such as lilhch have suggested that life for many
people in Western society is virtually little
different from that under a totalitarian regime
It is significant that such a view of contemporary
Me was foreshadowed by Kafka and Huxley
and is now reflected most impressively because
ifc Is expressed poetically in the grimly comic
novels of Beckett
In 1968 and 1069 however new ways of ex
pressing the dflenunas of contemporary life were
suggested In The Armies of the NtaM (a v} the
American Mailer following a pattern suggested by
Theatre of Pact' (wIS) produced a foscmat
ing documentary novel on the American anti
"Vietnam War lobby, and from Russia came Cancer
Ward and First Circle two painful yet essentially
hopeful novels by Alexander Sofehenitsyn winner
of the 1970 Nobel prize.
H MEEOTOEY OF HOVEUSIS
In this part we discuss the work of some of the
mrportaat novelists 'who have published
1045 It is inevitably selective A. more
 A Man of People    1966
This is a fiercely ironic study of the career of
Chief Nanga leading demagogue m a newly
independent African state It has been suggested
that the portrait of Nanga is modelled from
Nkrumah Although Achebe presents Nanga as
an unscrupulous opportunist he also stresses the
attractive Qualities of his character and suggests
that he is ultimately a victim of circumstances
It is interesting to compare this novel with
N xipaul s Mtwio Men (a v)
James Baldwin (b 1924)    See also Section I
Baldwin emphasises the harsh, brutality of
contemporary life particularly for the American
Negro One of his dominant themes is the
necessity for honesty about oneself this includes
a frank acceptance of ones sexual nature
whether heterosexual or homosexual He sug
seats the brutality of modern life is due to the
fact that many people especially though not
only. White people, are afraid of themselves and
therefore incapable of accepting or loving others
bufc fear them and sadistically exploit and attack
them He shows the tragic effects of such
viciousness upon those who suffer It and also upon
its perpetrators Much of the distinction of Bald
win b wort comes from the compassionate under
standing with which he treats the latter He
acknowledges the discovery and acceptance of
oneself may involve great suffering and always
reqmres courage and suggests it is only possible if
one is wuling to love others and accept the support
of their love
Go Tell It on ffie Mountain    1954    Co
The novel covers two days m the Itvea of a
Negro family who belong to a strict fundamental
1st sect The Mre Baptised The members of
this fellowship Identify themselves with, the
Israelites in captivity Baldwin shows how this
is a reaction to the harshness of their lives and
compassionately reveals the mixture of genuine
and deluded religious experience among the Beet's

